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COLLECTIONS RESEARCH FOR 
MUSEUMS HAS A WEBSITE! 

Now you can visit us on the web at 
http://museumcollectionmgmt.com.

NEW TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES 
FROM COLLECTIONS RESEARCH 

FOR MUSEUMS 
ONLINE TRAINING CLASSES 

Collections Research for Museums has teamed up 
with the Northern States Conservation Center to 
offer two new Online classes: The Basics of 
Museum Registration and Collections
Management: Cataloging Your Collections.  

Check the Museum Classes Online website at 
www.museumclasses.org or contact us for more 
information.  Other classes are available.

OUR 2006 MUSEUM CLASSES ONLINE SCHEDULE
July 5 through 31, 2006:  MS 207: Museum 
Collections Management: Cataloging Your Collection 

Look for the Basics of Museum Registration in 
2007.

HANDS-ON TRAINING SEMINARS IN ESTES PARK,
COLORADO

Collections Research has teamed up with the 
Westend Training Center in Estes Park, Colorado for  

(Continued on pg 2)

WHAT IS THAT?
THE IMPORTANCE OF DONOR RECORDS. 

By Jeanne Kaufmann 

Thinking about putting up a new exhibit and need some ideas?  Take a look through the museums’ 
collections and see all the wonderful objects that are just waiting to be put on display.

But wait, what is that? What was it used for?  

You’re not sure about what an object is or its use so you go to the accession or donor records to get 
the answer, but all you find is the donor’s name and an object number. Where is all the information 
that should tell you what the item is and the story behind it? Where is the donor record? Did it ever 
exist?

Do you really think it is that easy to perform a quick internet search and get all the answers? What 
happens if after an exhaustive amount of research you still cannot find the information? Maybe you 
decide to contact the donor only to find that they don’t remember or worse yet, have passed away. 
How can you tell a story if you do not know the history or background associated with an object? 

The inability to find information or just the lack of information is not only frustrating, but could also 
lead to a significant loss of historical knowledge. It is important to gather as much information about 
an object as possible when it is offered to the museum for consideration to avoid future time 
consuming research trying to figure out what the mysterious item is and what it was used for. 

Enter the importance of Donor Records. 

Donor records not only transfer ownership to the museum via a Deed of Gift, they can capture and 
record historical value. If you decide that the item in question is valuable to have in your
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waterproof containers) 

 
 The ninth Agent of Deterioration is Relative 

Humidity (Rh).  Relative humidity is amount of 
moisture in the air relative to the amount it is 
capable of holding.  Temperature and humidity 
are related—the higher the temperature the more 
water it can hold so as the temperature rises, the 
Rh drops and as the temperature drops the Rh 
rises.  Why should we care about humidity in our 
museums?  If the Rh is above 75%, mold, 
mildew, dry rot, and red rot can begin and 
flourish.  Specific materials react above or below 
a critical value and some chemical reactions stop 
at 0% Rh.  The biggest worry for museums is 
fluctuations which cause the expansion and 
contraction of materials.  Many objects are 
'hygroscopic'--sensitive to changes in Rh—and 
absorb and release moisture relative to the 
changes in Rh. This absorption and release of 
moisture can cause major problems for museum 
objects like paper, wood, or ivory. 
 
An important step in controlling damage to your 
objects is knowledge of the environmental 
requirements of materials that make up the 
artifacts in the museum’s collection and 
knowledge of temperature and humidity extremes 
in your geographic area.  What are the optimum 
temperature and humidity for metals, wood, 
ivory, fabrics, plastics, and all other materials 
within the collection including objects made from 
a combination of materials? Awareness of these 
factors and the resulting changes they can cause is 
an important step in long term preservation. 
 
The first step in this process is to know the 
current conditions within the museum. 
Environmental changes should not be made 
without first monitoring and understanding 
current conditions and what resources will be 
necessary to affect positive changes and maintain 
them.  Changes must reflect a plan for growth and 
change in the collection.  Be careful when 
considering changes to historic buildings, 
particularly regarding environmental controls.  
These changes may cause more harm to the 
building's structure than good for the collection 
inside.  Consult an architectural conservator as 
well as an objects conservator. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stability is more important than ‘magic 
numbers’ for temperature and humidity.  
Sometimes compromise is necessary to reach a 
temperature and humidity reasonable for your 
geographic area and the majority of your 
collection.  Microclimates—small enclosed 
spaces with special humidity control using silica 
gel—can be created for sensitive materials.  
Limit light exposure, especially for sensitive 
materials, such as fabrics and photographs, and 
choose your lighting and light levels well; 
making sure to filter florescent lighting and 
natural light to block the ultraviolet rays.  
 

   The tenth and final Agent of Deterioration is 
Custodial Neglect.  What exactly is custodial 
neglect?  It is the act of collection 
abandonment—not properly caring for; storing; 
or documenting your collection.  It is the loss of 
object or specimen data—not protecting or 
maintaining good records about your collection.  
And finally, it is the lack of legal title to your 
collection—not knowing from whom an object 
came or whether the museum has legal title to it 
limits what the museum can do with the object.  
The collection is the most important resource 
the museum has.  Without it the exhibits, public 
programs, and other services of the museum 
would not be possible.  And without proper 
documentation the collection has lost much of 
its value for the museum. Therefore, a museum 
must plan not only for the protection of the 
collection but for the collection documentation 
as well.  Policies, procedures, and training are 
an important component of any preservation 
plan, as well as funds allocation and availability 
for collections care.  Do not forget treatment and 
conservation research needs in the plan. 
 
The final piece of developing a safe and stable 
environment is to create a Disaster Plan and 
train, train, train!  Disaster training is as 
important as having the plan--the book doesn’t 
help if you read it for the first time in the middle 
of a crisis. 
 
The following link is to a Canadian 
Conservation Institute article with more details 
about the 10 Agents of Deterioration 
http://www.cci-
icc.gc.ca/crc/articles/mcpm/index-eng.aspx. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

________  ________________________________ 
2011 TRAINING SCHEDULES  

ONLINE TRAINING 
MS103: Basics of Museum Registration 

March 5 to 31, 2012 
 

MS207: Collections Management: Cataloging Your 
Collection 

July 2 to 29, 2012 
 

MS007: The Mission Statement: Is It Really That 
Important? 

July 9 to 13, 2012 
November 12 to 16, 2012 

 
MS218:  Collection Inventories 

November 5 to 30, 2012 
 

MTN/WESTEND TRAINING CENTER 
Collections Management Boot Camp 

May 14 to 18, 2012 
 

Check our website for details: 
http://museumcollectionmgmt.com 

___________________________         __________ 
SERVICES      

FILEMAKER® PRO CATALOGING 
TEMPLATES 

Collections Research for Museums can assist small 
museums with computerizing their collection 
documentation using off-the-shelf database software.   
 
Training is available for our database and in 
general FileMaker Pro techniques. 
 

ON-SITE TRAINING 
Collections Research for Museums offers classes for 
small museums in Cataloging and Collections 
Management.  The course is designed for those 
museums which have small, non-professionally 
trained or volunteer staffs. It covers the basics of 
marking, handling, measuring, and cataloging, plus 
general care and storage for all types of objects and 
materials. 

PROJECT SERVICES 
We also offer a variety of other services to museums, 
large and small.  These range from simple 
inventories to complete and thorough cataloging of 
collections.  Feel free to contact us for more 
information.  We provide a free initial consultation. 
 
(Collections Research News is a service of 
Collections Research for Museums, Inc, 4830 E 
Kansas Dr, Denver, CO 80246 (303)757-7962, Toll 
free: 1-877-757-7962,  

Email: information@museumcollectionmgmt.com 
Website: http://museumcollectionmgmt.com.  

Questions, comments or story suggestions are 
always welcome.) 

Cont from page 1
In addition to the traits listed for clear varnishes, 
colored base coats should posses good adhesion, 
be non-flaking, and be pigment-based rather than 
dye-based.  The following are acceptable colored 
base coats: Acryloid B-72 with pigment colorant 
such as titanium dioxide (Liquid Label); or water-
based products such as Rotring white artist color 
opaque waterproof acrylic; Golden; or Aqua-tec.  
A note of caution, water-based products may not 
be as durable as solvent-based varnishes and 
when dry must still be removed with solvents.  If 
you use a white base coat always apply a clear 
barrier layer first and then apply the white over it.  
You may wish to consider using a white ink, 
acrylic paint or watercolor to write the number 
instead of using a white base coat and black 
number.  The results will be much less obtrusive 
and more esthetically pleasing.

The most common solvents are:  Acetone, 
which can dissolve paint, ink, plastic and 
coatings; Toluene, which is much more toxic 
than acetone and dissolves the same kinds of 
materials; Ethanol, which can dissolve shellac 
varnishes on furniture, inks, paints and plastics; 
Petroleum benzene and related petroleum 
distillates such as Naptha or Mineral Spirits, 
which are also toxic and can damage waxes and 
waxed surfaces but usually leave most paints, 
plastic and other surface treatments alone.

Proper materials for applying the number to these 
base coats were discussed in the Fall 2008 
Newsletter.  Golden’s Fluid Acrylics in Carbon 
Black or Titanium White make the best choices 
for numbering inks and can be applied with a fine 
brush or used in a TRIA Pen.  Rotring’s Acrylic 
Artists color #597137 Black is also 
recommended, as is China White watercolor 
paint.

If your object is subject to excessive handling or 
the number is likely to be worn off by abrasion, a 
top coat can be applied over the number.  It has 
been suggested that the top coat be a different 
material than the barrier layer, so that the top coat 
and number can be removed without disturbing 
the barrier layer, but this is not required.

 Writing Directly on the Object

The third method for numbering objects, writing 
the number directly on the object, is the preferred 
technique for marking paper and photographs and 
could be considered as an option for plastics.  
Bear in mind, however, that any number applied 
directly to plastic objects should be considered 
permanent since solvents and even water can be 
damaging.

For paper, use a #2 (HB) or softer (#1) pencil and 
press lightly.  If possible, mark the mat (if 
present) rather than the work itself.  Always place 
the number on the reverse side of the work. For 
two-sided works, mark both sides in the margin 
with a different number (ex. 1234.a and 1234.b).  
If there is no clear area to mark the work, mark its 
container.

For marking photographs a #2 or softer pencil is 
recommended.  The Schwan All Stabilo pencil 
works well on resin-coated photographic paper. 
(This pencil also comes in white which works 
well for marking dark papers like old black photo 
album pages).  There is a nice 100% graphite 
pencil available, which is wonderful for hard to 
mark papers and artifacts. Again, press very 
lightly so as not to damage the emulsion or make 
an imprint.  Number only on the back near an 
edge and away from the image portion of the 
photograph.

A wax pencil (Berol China Marker) may be used 
to mark plastics.  It also can be used for resin-
coated photographic papers if the Stabilo pencil 
does not work, but it can smear so care should be 
taken to interleave photographs with acid-free 
paper or place them in individual Mylar sleeves to 
prevent transfer.

Do not use inks or paints on paper or 
photographs.  If necessary, acrylic paint or 
watercolor can be used on plastic, but the number 
should be applied in an inconspicuous location 
away from any maker's marks.

Next time we will discuss a few new innovative 
methods of numbering and tracking museum 
objects.  Sorry we did not have room to finish the 
discussion this time.  But stay tuned!  

________________________________________
2009 TRAINING SCHEDULES

ONLINE TRAINING
MS103: Basics of Museum Registration

Look for it in January, 2010

MS207: Collections Management: Cataloging Your 
Collection

July 6 to August 1, 2009

MS007: The Mission Statement: Is It Really That 
Important?

July 13 to 17, 2009

MS218:  Collection Inventories
November 2 to 30, 2009

WESTEND TRAINING CENTER
Collections Management in Times of Change

April 5 to 10, 2010

Check our website for details and next year’s 
schedule: http://museumcollectionmgmt.com

___________________________         __________
SERVICES

FILEMAKER® PRO CATALOGING
TEMPLATES

Collections Research for Museums can assist small 
museums with computerizing their collection 
documentation using off-the-shelf database software.  

Training is available for our database and in 
general FileMaker Pro techniques.

ON-SITE TRAINING
Collections Research for Museums offers classes for 
small museums in Cataloging and Collections 
Management. The course is designed for those 
museums which have small, non-professionally 
trained or volunteer staffs. It covers the basics of 
marking, handling, measuring, and cataloging, plus 
general care and storage for all types of objects and 
materials.

PROJECT SERVICES
We also offer a variety of other services to museums, 
large and small.  These range from simple 
inventories to complete and thorough cataloging of 
collections.  Feel free to contact us for more 
information.  We provide a free initial consultation.

(Collections Research News is a service of 
Collections Research for Museums, Inc, 4830 E 
Kansas Dr, Denver, CO 80246 (303)757-7962, Toll 
free: 1-877-757-7962, 

Email: information@museumcollectionmgmt.com  
Website: http://museumcollectionmgmt.com. 

Questions, comments or story suggestions are 
always welcome.)


